
David Calver’s Girls Night Out training tips 
 
So, you've signed up for the Girls Night Out in September, and that's ages away, isn't it? And it's only 
a walk anyway so you probably don't need to train at all, right? 
 
Actually, that depends very much on where you are starting from. If you already regularly walk 
distances of ten miles or more then you will probably be fine. But, if this is your first time walking any 
sort of distance, you will need to increase your walking fitness over the coming weeks, building up to 
the day itself. Walking works the muscles around your hips and legs in a way that no other exercise 
really does, and if you go into your chosen event without any preparation, you are opening yourself up 
to injury, or at best a few days of unnecessary aches.  
 
Here are a few tips to make sure that you are ready for your six or 11.2-mile event, and that you are in 
a position to enjoy the night. 

 Start your training with short walks at a pace that is appropriate to your current fitness level. 
30 minutes 4-5 times per week is a good starting point 

 Increase your distance/walking time each time you go out, but not too quickly. Try 5-10 
minutes more every day 

 Alternate between fast walking and a slower pace while out. This will help develop your speed 
and stamina 

 Use an app like Strava or Map My Run to track your distance and compare it with previous 
walks. You'll love watching your progress 

 Use a pedometer or FitBit to count your steps, it really does motivate you to go further 

 Train with a friend, or a group of friends. Group training is a great way to keep motivated. You 
won't want to let the group down, so you will be more committed to your training 

 Choose somewhere that you like to do your training. We are lucky to have some wonderful 
parks in the area, and if you are able to take in your surroundings at the same time as 
increasing your fitness, it won't seem such a chore 

 Keep hydrated. It is important that you drink plenty of water, both before and during your 
walks 

 Make sure that your footwear is appropriate for the activity. You are going to be on your feet 
for maybe three hours, so you will need comfortable shoes with good support. If you are 
buying new trainers for the event, make sure that you have worn them for several of your 
training walks. Do not wear them for the first time on the event walk. They will need 'breaking 
in' to avoid blisters 

 Stretch after any long training walks. Walking long distances puts a lot of work through your 
calf muscles and your upper legs. Simple stretches for your legs can be found on YouTube 

Finally, enjoy whichever walk you have signed up for, you are doing an amazing thing for a fantastic 
local charity, and you’re inspirational for doing so. 
 
Good Luck! 
 
David Calver 


